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First off, I take zero credit for this with exception to compiling & researching!  Thanks to many 
wonderful art teachers out there who were not only savvy enough to come up with these hacks, but 
they were also gracious enough to share them, via pinterest, internet & facebook! 

 

    

Conditioner on the brushes allow them                Velcro on the dry erase markers make keeping track 

to clean much easier!                                               of them a breeze! 
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Muffin tins & plastic cups make great containers for small tools &        
embellishments.  Put them on your junk request list for parents! 

 

Shoe holder for supplies on the back of a door!                   Restaurant sauce containers for paints! 
 

Put a baggie inside your paint cups then cover with the lid.  
When they’re through, just take out the baggie & ziplock it to save the paint for later & your cups are 
practically clean already! 
 



 
Put glue caps on acrylic craft paint for             Label boxes of markers, crayons, etc. with a colored dot 
kids to paint lines with.                                        to designate what table it belongs on. 

Designate a “student teacher”. 
 
Use binder clips for hanging artwork easily.     
 
Need some dice for an art game?  Make them out of model magic.   
 
 
 
 
 
 



This image uses a tray I’ve never seen, BUT you can use ice cube trays!  Put 
your two colors of water color that you want students to mix in two of the water wells & water in the 
rest.  Then let them use an eye dropper to pull color from the two watercolors & drop them into the 
water wells to create many new colors! 
 

An emery board will make an eraser look like new! 

A pencil top eraser will serve as a glue bottle lid if you lose one! 
 

Dome cups make great paint cups! 
 



Soap dispensers are also good for paint! 

 Dead markers can make liquid watercolors!  Just soak in water! 
 
 

 

                                                     Only because they send them to us! 
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Use ½ gallon jugs for sorting colored pencils!  They’re easy to carry! 
 

 So they know what “organized” looks like! 

Make inexpensive inspirational quotation posters with ReciteThis.com. 

Pom-poms on dry erase caps create instant erasers! 

http://recitethis.com/


 
                                                                                                           Keeps them from going all over! 

 
A squeeze water bottle keeps down the mess   
with watercolor & tempera cakes. 









 



 



          













Use them for clay & paint to save on clean-up time!  

It’s free!  



 
 

 



 
 

 



 

 
 



 
 





 

 

 





Glitter cleaner-upper! 

 







 
 
 
Thanks for the opportunity to share with you what others have shared with me! 
 
Keeli Singer 
Trojan Intermediate 


